Handheld forward-imaging needle endoscope for ophthalmic optical coherence tomography inspection
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Abstract. We report the narrowest to-date (21 gauge, 820-μm-diam) handheld forward-imaging optical coherence tomography (OCT) needle endoscope and demonstrate its feasibility for ophthalmic OCT inspection. The probe design is based on paired-angle-rotation scanning (PARS), which enables a linear B-scan pattern in front of the probe tip by using two counterrotating angle polished gradient-index (GRIN) lenses. Despite its small size, the probe can provide a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22 and an experimental sensitivity of 92 dB at 0.5 frame/s. The feasibility of retinal imaging is tested on enucleated porcine eyes, where structural features including remnant vitreous humor, retina, and choroid can be clearly distinguished. Due to its imaging quality comparable to a commercial OCT system and compatibility with the current ophthalmic surgery standard, the probe can potentially serve as a better alternative to traditional visual examination by providing depth-resolved images without the introduction of severe eye diseases such as retinal detachment. The success of the procedure and the long-term prognosis for patients depend critically on the complete removal of vitreous humor around retinal tears and holes. To guarantee this, surgeons will typically insert a light pipe through an incision on the patient’s eye and examine the remnant vitreous by direct illumination during eye surgery. As the vitreous is clear, this examination is often difficult. OCT can aid in this procedure by providing depth-resolved images without the introduction of a contrast agent. Compared to commercial slit-lamp-based OCT, a forward-imaging OCT endoscopic probe can be brought in close proximity to the retinal surface, avoiding the necessity of imaging through the cornea and crystalline lens. To minimize the damage due to incision, a small-diameter probe is highly desirable. The endoscope design using paired-angle-rotation scanning (PARS) developed by our group is well suited for this purpose because it offers a large scanning range and excellent scalability.

In this letter, we report on our successful implementation of a 21-gauge (820-μm-diam) PARS-OCT forward-imaging needle probe, and demonstrate its use by collecting OCT images from enucleated ex vivo porcine eyes. To our knowledge, this is the narrowest forward-imaging OCT probe that has yet been reported. The narrow probe can easily fit through the standard cannula or scleral incisions employed in ophthalmic surgery.
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Since its invention in the 1990s, optical coherence tomography (OCT) has generated wide interest as a biomedical imaging modality due to its noninvasive nature and high resolution imaging capability. However, scattering and/or absorption of tissue to near-IR light permits only millimeter scale penetration depth, thus limiting the use of OCT in deep-tissue imaging. One way to circumvent this is by incorporating OCT into an endoscopic needle probe. OCT endoscopes are capable of penetrating deep into tissues where structural information can then be collected by internal optical elements. In general, OCT needle endoscopes fall into two categories based on their region of inspection: side imaging and forward imaging. The former probe type typically has a relatively simpler structure and is amenable to miniaturization—a probe diameter of 410 μm has been reported. Forward-imaging probes are generally more complicated in their optical designs and actuation mechanisms. Despite their relative complexities, these probes are being actively developed as they are well suited to provide guidance and real-time monitoring during surgeries.

One potential application of an OCT forward-imaging probe is in aiding vitrectomy, which is a surgical procedure to remove the vitreous humor, as sketched in Fig. 1. Vitrectomy is a required precursor to other surgeries for the treatment of severe eye diseases such as retinal detachment. To maximize the success of the procedure and the long-term prognosis for patients, it is critical to remove all vitreous remnants around retinal tears and holes. To guarantee this, surgeons will typically insert a light pipe into the incision on the patient’s eye and examine the remnant vitreous by direct illumination during eye surgery. As the vitreous is clear, this examination is often difficult. OCT can aid in this procedure by providing depth-resolved images without the introduction of a contrast agent. Compared to commercial slit-lamp-based OCT, a forward-imaging OCT endoscopic probe can be brought in close proximity to the retinal surface, avoiding the necessity of imaging through the cornea and crystalline lens. To minimize the damage due to incision, a small-diameter probe is highly desirable. The endoscope design using paired-angle-rotation scanning (PARS) developed by our group is well suited for this purpose because it offers a large scanning range and excellent scalability.

In this letter, we report on our successful implementation of a 21-gauge (820-μm-diam) PARS-OCT forward-imaging needle probe, and demonstrate its use by collecting OCT images from enucleated ex vivo porcine eyes. To our knowledge, this is the narrowest forward-imaging OCT probe that has yet been reported. The narrow probe can easily fit through the standard cannula or scleral incisions employed in ophthalmic surgery.
surgery. Furthermore, the probe and its redesigned actuation system are suitably compact and lightweight for handheld use by a surgeon.

The PARS-OCT probe design utilizes two angle-polished gradient-index (GRIN) lenses [d=500 μm, numerical aperture (NA)=0.22], which are rotated about the optical axis to steer the optical beam position.10 As sketched in Fig. 1, the GRIN lenses are encased in two counterrotating concentric needles (23 gauge/21 gauge for the inner/outer needle). Fabrication of the angle-cut GRIN lenses and their placements in the needles were performed by GRINTECH GmbH. The inner faces of both GRIN lenses are polished at a 15 deg angle, and separated by a designed air gap. Refraction at the first angle-polished surface directs the beam off axis to the second GRIN lens, providing a maximum tilt angle of 15.3 deg. The first GRIN lens is 1/4 pitch (l=3.11 mm). The second GRIN lens is less than 1/4 pitch (l=2.6 mm). The working distance of the probe was measured to be 0.78 ± 0.02 mm. Controlling the angle of the GRIN lenses with respect to each other determines the scan pattern. Due to the watery nature of vitreous humor, the gap between the GRIN lenses and needle tubing was sealed using epoxy to prevent fluid contamination. During use, all the elements were mounted onto a dedicated chassis built from commercially available cage systems. To avoid complicated control electronics and for better stability, both needles were driven together by one single lightweight dc motor and associated bevel gears to ensure the same rotational speed in opposite directions, providing a planar sweep scan. The scan confinement can be seen from Fig. 2, which was recorded by suspending the scanning PARS-OCT probe tip above a planar CCD camera at a distance of 2 mm. This scan system has an additional advantage—the scanning simply requires the motor to maintain a constant rotational speed, and does not require well-timed acceleration or deceleration. We plotted the motor’s integrated encoder output as a function of time and found that speed deviation was insignificant (a correlation fit of r=0.99995).

The PARS-OCT probe design is compatible with any center optical wavelength; in this case, we designed the prototype for operation at 1310 nm, as opposed to ~800 nm, which is the typical wavelength for OCT retinal imaging. A central wavelength of 1310 nm is desirable as we can expect to achieve improved visibility of the choroid and choriocapillaries over the more common shorter wavelengths.11 An additional benefit of using 1310-nm illumination with the PARS-OCT probe is that its higher absorption in vitreous can be expected to improve visualization of remnant vitreous adhering to the retina. Capitalizing on the inherent sensitivity advantage of Fourier domain systems,12-14 a commercially available swept laser was selected as the source illumination (Micron Optics, λc=1310 nm, Δλ=70 nm, 250-Hz A-scan rate). A resampling algorithm15 was used, where the k-domain sampling clock signal was generated by a fiber Fabry-Pérot interferometer.

The PARS-OCT probe requires beam propagation through GRIN lenses, which could potentially introduce significant image artifact. In particular, chromatically based aberrations were anticipated due to the use of a spectrally broad source. Additionally, an off-axis aberration unique to the PARS-OCT probe can occur due to the dispersive effects of the internal angle-polished surfaces. This can potentially introduce a broadening of the focal spot with increasing scan angle, and was a major design concern during the probe design process. We measured the focal spot size of our prototype at different tilt angles by projecting the focal spot onto a CCD camera through a 20X objective combined with an achromat doublet. We found that the minimum spot size of 7.6 μm (FWHM) was obtained when the beam exited the probe with no tilt. The spot size increased moderately to 10.4 μm (26.4% increase) at the maximum tilt angle. The trend is consistent with our ZEMAX simulations, which showed a spot size of 5.0 μm at no tilt and an increase of 31.5% at maximum tilt. The spot size discrepancy between the simulations and the probe prototype can be attributed to two major reasons. First, the ZEMAX simulations for GRIN lenses assumed paraxial propagation and, as such, oversimplified the actual beam propagation, which involves significant angular light deflection between the two GRIN lenses. This implies that the ZEMAX simulations can be expected to underestimate the spot size. Second, the spacing (~50 μm) between the two GRIN lenses was difficult to control during the probe fabrication process. For these two reasons, we expect the ZEMAX simulations to be useful as a guide but not as a fit to the experimentally measured spot size. We also measured the depth of focus to be 0.26 ± 0.03 mm and it was insensitive to the tilt angle (within the error limit). Finally, we quantified the influence of unmatched dispersion by comparing the axial resolutions of the OCT system with and without the probe inserted, which are 10.5 ± 0.1 and 7.8 ± 0.1 μm, respectively. We found that the resolution was not sensitive to the tilt angle; this was anticipated as the fractional change in optical path length through the GRIN lenses as a function of tilt angle is small (~1.3%).

For a preliminary test on its feasibility in clinical application, the PARS-OCT probe was used to image the retina of an enucleated porcine eye with cornea, lens, and vitreous removed. The power delivered at the sample was about 0.6 mW, and balanced detection was used. The experimental system sensitivity was measured to be 92 dB, which is 15 dB less than that with a free-space sample arm, consistent with the measured insertion loss introduced by the PARS probe (7.5 dB one way, 15 dB round-trip). During imaging, we collected several B-scans, which consisted of 500 A-scans each at a B-scan rate of 0.5 frames/s. We then converted the data to a sonogram-like image to account for the fan scan pattern.
In the resulting images, shown in Fig. 3, structures as deep as 2.5 mm from the probe tip were clearly observed, including top remnant vitreous, retina, and choroid underneath the retina layer. In several places, we were also able to observe the detachments of the retina from the choroid, which likely occurred during removal of the vitreous humor. An image of the enucleated retina after lensectomy and vitrectomy captured by a commercial 1310-nm OCT microscope (Thorlabs OCM1300SS) is also shown for comparison. The images acquired with the PARS-OCT probe are seen to have comparable quality to that acquired with the commercial system. A faster B-scan rate can be achieved by either switching to a higher line rate OCT engine or by reducing the number of A-scans in each B-scan image. A large increase in scan rate may also require better actuation system designs and tighter design tolerances to prevent undesirable probe vibrations. With our current system, probe vibrations appeared to be minimal but they may be contributive to some of the vertical speckle smear in the images in Fig. 3. Finally, note that the rotation of the outer needle probe did not cause any observable tears in the sample. In applications where the probe must make contact with stiff tissue types, we may need to sheath the probe in a nonrotating needle to avoid frictional artifacts.

In conclusion, we successfully fabricated a miniaturized PARS-OCT probe that was suitable for endoscopic inspection. The probe featured a 21-gauge outer diameter and was compatible with current ophthalmic surgical procedures. Retinal images were captured using this PARS-OCT probe combined with a swept-source OCT system that ran at 0.5 frame/s. Images with quality comparable to commercial OCT microscope were acquired; we can clearly see interesting features, including remnant vitreous, retina, and choroid, in the images. This endoscope design can potentially help resolve the difficulty in direct visual inspection during surgery procedures such as vitrectomy.
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